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PREDICTING THE VOCABULARY OF CHILDREN FROM WRITTEN OR SPOKEN TEXTS

Michael Moore and Zahava Goldstein

Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel

ABSTRACT

A mathematical model was used to predict the total active

Hebrew vocabulary of Israeli children, given a wr.c.ten or spoken

Hebrew text sample of at least 2000 words. The model is based on a

generalized inverse Gaussian distribution, suggested by Sichel. In

60 out of 70 cases analyzed, the fit between empirical data and the

theoretical model was acceptable. Several hypotheses relating to the

model's construct and concurrent validity, as well as its reliability

and objectivity, were tested; It is concluded that the model proposed

can serve as a viable basis for further extensive inquiry into the

vocabulary of different samples.
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rim.wayitgla tii VIJGROULAKT ur UMILUKtN rmum WRITTEN OR SPOKEN TEXTS

Michael Moore and Zahava GOldttein
Technion - Israel Institute of Technoldgy, Haifa, Israel

Language is a set 0f phOdetic and graphic symbols that serves mainly as

a means Of COMMUnication which enables the user tO enhance understanding;

The vocabulary of an individual, he. the nUMber of words one has at one's

disposal, is necessarily finite; When speaking or writing, W6 sample from

our personal StOre according to the subject, the tit-CUM-stances, education

and ability; All of these factors interact in creating the final product

which is a spoken or written text with characteristics that can be analyzed

- at least_partially - by means of objective statistical Methods; Even

though the length Of a given text is the sameiit may -contain a greater or

smaller number of different words. There may be differences in the growth

curve - the rate of increase of vocabulary with increase in the sample size.

There may be differenceS in the appearance of the rare and COMMon words; and

so on. In the latt hundred years several attemptS h06 been made by

Statittitians and mathematicians to fit the best word usage model, the one

which will optimally measure the writer s language ability; In this research

a mathematical mOdel was applied which had been fonMUlated by Sichel (1973,

1974, 1975); This model is based on a Generalizet Inverse Gaussian

Distribution, which inclUd68 a Modified Bessel Function 0f the 2nd kind.

The model prediat the total active vocabulary of a Subject, given a written

or spoken tekt Sample; This model has been chd-seti because of the excellent

fit it has to empirical data in EngliSh - better than other existing MOdelt
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The presentation deals,with two aspects:

- The analysis that tests whether the model has the required standards of

validity, reliability, objectivity and utility, when applied to Hebrew. If

the answer to these questions is affirmative, then the model can be used as

a powerful psychometric tool which measures richness of vocabulary.

- The mathematical analysis of the parameter estimates of the distribution

by means of simulation in order to derive new analytic formulas.

To accomplish the above, it was decided to sample the written and spoken

language of children in Israeli junior highschool, from high and low socio-

economic background. The main reason for selecting this target population

lies in the fact that there is a large amount of literature that relates to

the failure of socially deprived children in school due to their so-called

language barrier. An additional reason for this particular sample is that

even though the Israeli Ministry of Education invests a considerable amount

of its resources in advancing socially deprived children, there are relatively

few research attempts in Israel that directly analyze the language of these

children, or of children in general. Our attempt can provide a valuable

contribution, because it is the first in Hebrew to deal with vocabulary as

a predicted total of the amount of words known. The reason for selecting

children 11 - 13 years old, is mainly technical: in order to carry out the

proper analysis, a text of at least 2000 words is needed = an amount which

is impossible to obtain in written language with younger children.

In the process of this research the vocabulary of three textbooks and of

67 children was analyzed = 37 children in written language, all from the

same 8th grade class, 20 from high and 17 from low socioeconomical levels.
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lA spoken language 30 sixth graders were sampled - 15 frOm a Well aStabliShed

utbah highttheidi, while the other 15, representing the lower class, were

taken from devetopment towns in Israeli,

From all these chi-ldren language samples of at least.2000 words were obtained.

Each word was classified as a lexemei i.e. as a vocabulary item Without its

grammatical fOrm. The text thus edited entered the computer; The program

fOr Oath sUbjett counted their word (lexeme) frequency distribution which was

used in estimating the parameters that resulted finally in the predicted

value of the subject's total active vocabulary. Simultaneously, the prOgraM

also carried out a chi-square test for goodness of fit that checked the

differente between the observed word frequencies and those expected according

to the theoretical model.

The results were encouraging. The validity of the mOdel was tested by hypo-

theses refertihg to both construct and concurrent validity. The first

hypothesis tested the fit to the theoretical model. It was found that out of

the 70 texts analyzed (67 children and three textbooks), in: 85;7% Of the cases

the fit was acceptable (the criterion was p>0.05). By simulation, as well, a

goOd fit was fOund between the observed and the expected values of the

parameter estimators. Another hypothesis about the significantly tither

vocabulary of high SES children as compared t:o the lower ones, was also

confirmed in both Written and spoken language. The results were:
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Written Language:

High SES children N=20

Mean predicted vocabulary = 7104=35 words

Standard deviation of predicted value = 3857.91 words

Low SES children N=17

Mean preducted vocabuary = 4684.29 words

Standard deviation = 3140.97 words

Spoken Language:

High SES children N=15

Mean predicted vocabulary = 1538.21 words

Standard deviation = 454.85 words

Low SES children N=15

Mean predicted vocabulary = 1085.20 words

Standard deviation = 495.10 words

The hypothesis that written language has a signifi,antly larger vocabulary

than spoken language does, was supported by the following results:

Written Language N=37

Mean predicted vocabulary = 5992.43 words

Standard deviation = 3706.06 words

Spoken Language 11=30

Mean predicted vocabulary = 1424.80 words

Standard deviation = 827.22 words



A fUrther hypothesis, according to which the vocabUlary of a textbook is

significantly larger than that of the children studying it, was largely

confirmed by the reSultS; it Was found that textbooks consisting of selected

texts in literature had a predicted value of vocabulary size between 20,000

and 24,000 for the sixth and eighth grades, respectively. A biology textbook

for the eighth grade children had a predicted Value of 6,000 words. In thiS

subject, unlike in the literatUre textbooks, there was no sionifitaht

difference between the vocabulary size of th2 text and that Of the children

Studying from it.

Concurrent validity was tested by computing the correlation coeffiCient

between the predicted VOcaublary size and several independent criteria:

(1) a standardiied Hebrew vocabulary test (MILTA) (t = 0.46); (2) a stand=

ardized Hebrew reading cumprehension tett (MILTA) (r = 0;44); (3) teacher's

estimate of child's language Skill (r = 0;54);

The reliability of the tOdel was investigated by meanS Of ah internal

COn8istency procedure. The text of each subject 46-s. Split into two halves

according to odd end even linet. Several measures such as (1) the nUmber Of

different words, (2) the nUmber cf words that appeared Mite Only (hapax

legomena), (3) the frequency of the most comMOn wOrd, Were tbunted separately

in each half, and a correlation COefficient was computed between the results

of the odd and even parts. These coefficients were exceptiohally high and

ranged between 0.85 and 0.98, according to different measures.



In order to test to what extent the possible different classifications of

words as lexemes affect the outcome of the predicted vocabulary size; the

texts of six children were lemmatized by two judges who worked independently

of one another. For these six children the process of prediction was carried

out twice. It was shown that the model 's very stable (has similar predictions)

when the vocabulary predicted is in the range of 2000 - 3000 words. For higher

estimates the model is more sensitive to different judgments of classification.

This aspect needs further investigation.

In spite of the cumbersome technical process which each text has to undergo

prior to the use of the computer; the results of this research seem encouraging

and open wide prospects for further extensive inquiry intO the vocabulary

of different groups in the populatiOh.
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